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Manager’s
Message
April 15, 2021
Mayor Tuck, City Council Members, and Citizens,
This is my twelfth budget as City Manager. While I know that each year presents its own unique challenges, I
have to honestly say that the effects of COVID-19 on our community were unprecedented. As of Monday, 9,852
Hampton residents have contracted the virus, and 164 of them have died. In addition to the personal toll, the virus
hurt our economy. Many businesses were unable to operate fully, causing job losses and some closings. Even
today, more than a year after the first stay-at-home order, businesses, schools and families have not yet returned
to “normal.”
We are beginning to see a light at the end of the tunnel, however, and we are gradually and carefully beginning to
reopen. Thanks to a powerful coalition of our hospital systems, the Health Department, and Peninsula localities
working together, we have administered nearly 255,000 vaccine doses on the Peninsula and 780,000 in the
region. I would like to take a moment to specifically recognize our Emergency Management team for
coordinating our part of this effort, along with the literally hundreds of staff members who helped with
registration, operations, communication and equity outreach, as well as our medics and school nurses who
worked overtime to give shots. As of this writing, nearly 40,000 Hampton residents have received at least their
first dose of vaccine. This number also does not include the members of our community who have received the
vaccine through the Veterans Administration or any of the local military bases, so the actual number of people
who have been vaccinated is likely much higher. Still, our percent positivity rate for COVID tests remains
stubbornly high at over 11%. While we understand fewer people are being tested and this may explain the higher
rate, we would still like to see it come down to something closer to the statewide rate, which is now around 6%.
When we started the process of developing our Fiscal Year 2021 Budget, we were on track to experience the best
revenue growth since before the Great Recession. My Manager’s Recommended Budget would have given us the
ability to invest in our community, particularly in the areas of public safety, crime prevention, youth
programming, and family resilience. Those were the top priorities of both the citizens and the City Council.
Unfortunately, we were forced to freeze all new positions and most vacant positions to ensure we could weather
the uncertainty and downturn we knew the pandemic would bring.
The downturn affected the City’s revenues in a variety of ways. With interest rates at historically low levels and
people working from home needing more space, buyers paid higher prices for homes. That pushed up property
values, and the assessed value of homes increased 6.5%. A shortage of used cars similarly pushed up car
valuations, contributing to an increase in personal property taxes. Based on the longstanding school funding
formula, the majority – 61.83% – of homeowner taxes (property, personal property and a few smaller taxes and
fees) goes to our outstanding and fully accredited Hampton City Schools. However, critical revenues that help
fund City services were impacted negatively, such as commercial property assessments, meals taxes (our thirdlargest source of revenue), hotel taxes, and amusement taxes (paid on things like movies and event tickets). Sales
taxes did improve, thanks to groceries and people doing more cooking at home, as well as improved collection of
taxes from online retail sales.
Our FY22 projections are based on the assumption that the revenues impacted by the pandemic will begin to
rebound in the fiscal year, but they will not fully recover immediately. Some – such as admissions taxes that
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largely come from movie theaters – may never recover, depending on how the national industry shapes itself.
Overall, the growth in property taxes we are seeing is largely offset by the decline in other revenues impacted by
the pandemic.
Property Tax Rate
While home values all across the City saw growth, some sections of the City saw very high growth, with 3.5% of
the City’s homeowners receiving an assessment increase of more than 20%. Most of these homes’ values had not
been increased incrementally, as others in the City had been, often because of insufficient sales data. However,
this year’s robust housing market (nationally and locally) brought clear evidence of current values, and the
Assessor’s Office was required to recognize the large increase all at once. Additionally, the Assessor’s Office
does a walk-through of each neighborhood over a five- to six-year cycle. Some of the areas seeing high
assessment increases were subject to the walk-through this year, and the Assessor’s staff picked up new
investments such as sheds, decks, pools, etc. that were not previously reflected in the value of homes. While
some residents have asked for us to try to ease that one-year jump of assessed value change, unfortunately the
City is restricted from doing so by State Code, which requires market-based assessments. While some
homeowners saw their assessments increase significantly, the majority of homeowners saw increases of 5% or
less. As a result, the median homeowner would pay $10.44 per month more than currently.
As we do each year, we analyze our assessment growth against our Tax Rate Stabilization Guideline, and it
would suggest that we consider lowering the property tax rate for next year by 3 cents due to the value growing
faster than resident income. That guideline allows for not decreasing the rate if there is a clearly articulated need
to do otherwise. In that case, we must explain our reasoning for not doing so and explain how the funds over the
guideline threshold will be used. I would love nothing more than to recommend a tax decrease, but my current
recommendation is to keep the real estate tax rate at its current level for the following reasons:
•

The American Rescue Plan (ARP) will benefit Hampton greatly, with a one-time infusion of funds of
potentially up to $51 million over fiscal years 2022 and 2023. However, the federal money comes with a
clause saying that states and territories may not use it to reduce tax rates. We do not, at this time, know if
this applies to cities, but typically provisions that apply to states also apply to their municipalities. We are
awaiting further guidance from the U.S. Treasury Department (Treasury) on how this provision will be
administered. Several states have also filed lawsuits challenging this provision, so, depending on what the
Treasury does, this issue may ultimately be resolved by the courts. Thus, in the meantime, it makes sense
to hold the tax rate constant so as to not endanger receipt of these funds.

•

Usually in a year in which property values are increasing, other revenues are flat or also increasing.
Instead, we have declines in other revenues of about $6 million, as described above, largely due to
COVID-19, creating a need to fill the revenue losses in our budget.

•

We have never been in a pandemic situation before, and it is difficult to predict what will happen this year
as we begin recovery. Even with the vaccine, some studies suggest that diners may not return to eating out
as frequently as they had before. Family travel and business travel may not return to pre-pandemic levels
either. Movie studios may continue to release films under a model for home viewing rather than fully
reopening theaters. There is a high level of uncertainty about what the year will bring. Looking forward,
home price and vehicle value increases could prove to be only a pandemic-related spike. If so, these
values may not stay at current levels next year.
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•

Our Finance Committee, which is a citizen-led panel that reviews tax rates and policies, has indicated they
will recommend that Council keep the tax rate constant, both due to the pandemic-related lost commercial
real estate tax and other revenues, and because a longer-term look at tax equalization shows that if we had
been following the equalization every year, the tax rate would actually be $1.27 versus our current $1.24.
That shows that the City has been frugal and saved taxpayers from rate increases in the recent past. They
also suggest we look at rates over a longer-term approach rather than year-to-year.

With all that said, my biggest concern is losing the millions of dollars in federal relief money. If the Treasury’s
guidance is clear that we can decrease the tax rate without jeopardizing the federal funds, I would support some
tax relief either this year or next. In fact, had it not been for the questions created by the ARP, I would have likely
recommended a real estate tax rate decrease this year.
Budget Overview
The General Fund total for Fiscal Year 2022 is $530,279,092, which is an increase of $13,403,801 or 2.6%
overall.
Of that total, approximately 44.6% goes to school operations, 43.8% to City operations (including payments to
outside agencies) and 6.6% to debt payments for City and school capital projects. Transfers, some internally to
capital projects and some which the City collects on behalf of other entities, account for the remaining 5%.
The proposed FY22 funding for schools is $236,514,205, an increase of 3.2%. The local contribution for schools
is $80,165,119, or an increase of 4.2%, with the state and federal governments funding $156,349,086, an increase
of 2.7%.
City operations would cost $232,233,110, an increase of 1.9%. Debt service is flat at $35,025,507.
The percentage of increase for City operations is small, but much of what this budget will accomplish as “new”
actually was included in the FY21 budget. Those FY21 new programs and positions were immediately frozen last
year due to the uncertainty of COVID-19. Thus, many of the FY22 highlights will sound very similar to my
FY21 Manager’s Message.
Citizen and Council Priorities
Although in-person “I Value” chats for FY21 were eliminated due to the virus, more than 300 people participated
in online polling and others by sending emails, focusing on an issue at public comment, or speaking out on social
media. For FY22, I held a series of Facebook Live chats to gauge more informal views.
City Council had set their priorities for FY21 and refined additional priorities this year. The FY22 Recommended
Budget and the 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) reflect most of those priorities. This budget also fully
aligns with our Hampton City Schools proposed budget.
Key areas of investment held over from the proposed FY21 budget include competitive compensation for our
workforce, as well as additional investments in public safety, education, family resilience and economic
empowerment, placemaking, economic growth, and coastal resiliency. Taken together, those priorities are
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designed to create a stronger City that addresses our physical challenges (flooding, blight and older housing);
creates a stronger tax and employment base (company investments, higher-wage jobs, tourism) to fund services
and facilities; ensures safety and security; provides education that uplifts us at all ages; strengthens families and
neighborhoods; grows economic opportunities and independence; and builds on our 400-year-old heritage and
waterfront location as a place filled with art, music, food, recreation and diversity.
Specifically, those priorities include:
•

Salary increases commensurate with other localities’ increases to provide a competitive wage for our
dedicated and hard-working employees; in addition, this budget will add targeted salary adjustments in
specific jobs where we have fallen behind the market, compression adjustments and implement the new
minimum wage rate of $11 per hour.

•

Recurring and one-time increases for our Hampton City Schools, which will facilitate teacher and
employee raises, as well as pay scale adjustments, and support their transformational College and Career
Academy program;

•

Increases to fight crime, including new positions for the Police Division and additional funds for
enhanced public-safety street lighting and surveillance systems;

•

Investments in our housing stock;

•

Investments in flood mitigation and prevention efforts; and

•

Investments in our Family Resilience and Economic Empowerment initiatives such as the youth
employment program and workforce development. In the long run, these measures are also designed to
get at the roots of some of our youth violence by providing job training and other skills to our young
people.

Educated and Engaged Citizens
Our schools have done a phenomenal job in continuing to teach students when learning had to be done remotely.
I must acknowledge the foresight of this City Council, which increased annual school funding in Fiscal Year
2014 so the school system could provide personal technology to all students in middle school and high school.
That funding, and its implementation by Hampton City Schools leadership, put us in a much stronger position
when learning shifted to virtual last March. Our students and teachers were fully trained and experienced in
various ways to use technology for education and communication before the pandemic. Hampton City Schools
was able to turn on a dime when Governor Ralph Northam temporarily closed classrooms. The effort truly
showcased the division’s motto: “Every child, every day, whatever it takes.”
In addition to education, schools traditionally have played a crucial role in reducing food uncertainty for lowincome families by providing breakfasts and lunches. I am also proud that Hampton City Schools was able to
continue to prepare and provide meals for school-age children throughout the pandemic. I remain amazed by the
creativity and excitement the division provided in other ways, as well. Although the Class of 2020 did not have a
traditional graduation, they had parades, drive-by events, and photos at our legendary Hampton Coliseum. This
year, the media specialists even developed a library van that brought access to physical books for their students.
City Manager’s Office-Budget
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I would be remiss if I didn’t also take time to thank the parents of Hampton school students. This year of remote
learning has taken a toll on them as well, as many had to juggle jobs while supervising and supporting at-home
students.
The state has provided a meaningful boost to school funding this year, providing an additional $4 million, largely
for 5% teacher raises. While this is certainly a welcome step in the right direction, I must note that the state
funding remains well below what their fair share of fully funding our schools would require. Every locality is
forced to heavily supplement funding for their schools. In Hampton’s case, local taxpayers fund 34% of the
school budget, and $34.2 million more than our statutory requirement.
The recommended budget for schools is $236,514,205, an increase of $7,396,136 or 2.7%. This increase in
annual operating budget brings the City’s funding for our schools to $80,165,119, an increase of $3,216,651 or
4.2%.
Strong schools are not only essential for the students who attend them, but they also contribute to the City’s
economic growth, as businesses and families base their investment decisions, at least in part, on school quality.
One of the keys to that quality is the innovative Ford Next Generation Foundation College and Career Academy
Model. We look forward to the coming year, when students fully return to classrooms and partnerships with our
local businesses can resume.
Additionally, this budget boosts our capital contributions to our school division. The City has been increasing its
maintenance funds to the schools by $1 million per year the last two years and plans to continue to do so until we
reach $11.287 million in recurring school maintenance funds. The FY22 capital budget includes an additional
$14 million to replace trailers with a new wing of state-of-the art science and math classrooms at one of our high
schools. The schools will also cover the $1.2 million in debt service costs for these new classrooms in FY22. We
plan to split the debt service with the schools when the City’s revenues improve.
In total, the proposed Five-Year Capital Improvement Plan includes $67.4 million worth of investments in the
physical school buildings and technology.
Safe and Clean Community
Public safety is the only segment of the budget that has grown at a rate higher than inflation over the past 10
years, and those increases have necessitated cuts in other areas. Hampton continues to maintain its strong
commitment to public safety.
Additional staffing for our Police Division was the top-ranked operating budget priority in FY21 “I Value”
polling, but these positions were frozen in FY21 due to the pandemic. The FY21 budget included 2 civilian
positions in records, which will free up 2 sworn officers to return to the road, and creates 3 additional new sworn
officer slots as well. The FY22 budget would unfreeze these positions.
Violent crime is something that all cities across our region, state and nation are unfortunately confronting far too
often. Our first instinct is often to turn to police and ask them to do more. However, the reality is that our police
cannot predict when or where two people will choose to use a gun to solve an argument. Instead, we must
collectively work together to change societal dynamics that have led to gun violence. This requires more
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emphasis on prevention and intervention. This budget includes full-year funding of a new initiative that aims to
do just that. The new initiative is based on Hampton’s Comprehensive Violence Prevention Implementation Plan
which addresses 6 goals: 1) An established community-based intervention team to address the most critical needs
of those who are actively engaged in violent behaviors, as well as those who are victims; 2) a hospital-based
violence intervention program established in partnership with local hospital systems and the City of Newport
News; 3) mobilized community partners to engage a minimum of 50 opportunity youth annually in alternative,
socially positive programming, to prevent and reduce delinquent behavior, re-establishing a violence prevention
network ; 4) mini grant program alignment to support community-based violence prevention; 5) a robust
employment pipeline that connects returning citizens, and opportunity youth and young adults to livable wage
employment to include local government positions; and 6) a robust re-entry system that is easy to navigate. The
goal is to partner with the community and our stakeholders to reduce the trauma and damage that violent crime
inflicts on victims, their families, our neighborhoods and the City as a whole. The best way to address violent
crime is to prevent future victimization where possible by providing those at risk with opportunities to be
productive and successful.
To implement this plan and increase our prevention and intervention efforts, the FY22 budget funds three
additional Family Services Specialist Senior positions, one Family Services Supervisor position, and a Family
Services Specialist. We also propose increases in the operating budget to support other violence reduction
strategies in the Office of Youth and Young Adult Opportunities.
The FY22 Budget will also unfreeze the funds to expand the Summer Youth Employment Program. The Summer
Youth Employment Program is a program that introduces young people to the world of work. It teaches
workplace readiness skills such as time management, customer service, budgeting, and financial literacy.
Additionally, it provides young people with gainful employment at host sites both within City government and in
private sector business throughout our community. It is a partnership with the Office of Youth and Young Adult
Opportunities, the Academies of Hampton, various City departments and private businesses to provide young
people the opportunity to experience the dignity of work and to gain valuable work experience.
Supporting and enhancing criminal prosecution is also a factor in reducing crime, and we have continued to fund
increases for the Commonwealth’s Attorney’s Office with a new position added in FY21 and a position upgrade
in this department. The City has added 8 positions in the Commonwealth’s Attorney Office since FY2018.
The budget also provides additional funding for enhanced public safety streetlights, cameras for the real-time
crime center to help us solve crimes, enhanced blight abatement funding, additional public safety equipment, new
public safety radio upgrades, and other investments. The budget provides $2.1 million for renovations to the
downtown jail, $6.5 million for relocating the police firing range out of the Old Northampton neighborhood, $1.2
million to design a new 911 center, and continues to fund the increase in blight abatement funding that was
included in the FY21 Budget.
Family Resilience and Economic Empowerment
Supporting our residents during difficult times and helping them develop the tools they need to be successful is
an important service that we provide, and we will work to continue to fund current operations in this area as we
emerge from the pandemic. We will also work to identify any new opportunities that the federal and state
government may provide to assist people, and we will continue to work with our community partners to leverage
all resources to help our residents. For example, the state has recently announced a program by which community
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college tuition can be waived for students who train for certain in-demand careers. Additionally, we expect to
resume programs in our WorkOne workforce development program, such as one that trained people to become
bus drivers in partnership with Hampton Roads Transit.
The American Rescue Plan funds will also expand the opportunity to help individuals recover from the pandemic.
As more details become available from the federal government, we will share our approach with Council and the
community.
We are also continuing to fund our local contribution to HRT, which serves as an important lifeline for those in
our community who do not have their own means of transportation. While ridership is currently down, the
implementation of HRT’s strategic plan will improve service to better support the needs of existing riders and
attract new ones. One of the first initiatives that HRT is undertaking is improving bus stop amenities by adding
benches and shelters. This initiative, funded by new state funding provided to HRT, has already started and, when
complete, bus riders should have either new benches or shelters at over 80 stops across the City.
The FY22 Budget will unfreeze our WorkOne Workforce Development initiative to increase the skills of people
looking for work. The budget also unfreezes the position of an Economic Empowerment and Resiliency Director
who will both research additional local initiatives we could undertake and apply for federal, state and foundation
grants to advance our work in this critical priority area. These investments were all priorities for our citizens and
Council.
Economic Growth
Some economic growth is continuing during COVID-related closures. Military and defense spending have long
been cornerstones of the region’s and Hampton’s economies, and they helped maintain stable employment levels
when job losses occurred in other areas. Huntington Ingalls continues to grow its presence and will be hiring to
fill its new Unmanned Systems Center of Excellence. Work done by our staff using the Economic Development
Fund to create development-ready property in Hampton Roads Center made this investment possible – and paves
the way for future job-creating industries.
We have also seen Langley Air Force Base designated as the preferred permanent home to 750 new jobs for the
F-22 Formal Training Unit. We have worked hard to position Langley for growth and those efforts are paying
off. We continue to work with the Air Force on additional opportunities to protect and expand their presence in
the City.
The growth in defense-related jobs is likely to lead to more residents choosing to live in Hampton. We are seeing
the strength in quality multi-family housing, with Monroe Gates in Phoebus, WVS’ multi-use project downtown,
Axis apartments at Peninsula Town Center, Lumen apartments in Hampton Roads Center, and Ellipse
Apartments in Coliseum Central.
We also expect a temporary, but much-needed, revenue boost related to businesses involved in the expansion of
the Hampton Roads Bridge-Tunnel.
Neighborhoods are an important part of our economic growth plan. As a 411-year-old City, some of our housing
is dated and not what today’s buyers are looking for. However, those houses can be remodeled and made to
attract those who want a smaller home and a smaller carbon footprint. In partnership with the Hampton
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Redevelopment and Housing Authority, City Council is initiating a “Model Block” program to demonstrate how
to reimagine older neighborhoods for a new market. We included some money in the FY21 budget to start the
program and are adding additional funding in FY22 to fully support the program. This additional funding will
cover a staff position needed to support the program and funding to provide a design center to help homeowners
with their renovation plans.
In addition to continuing our investments in housing that will support our “Model Block” program and strategic
acquisitions, the FY22 capital budget includes funding for maintenance to our Coliseum. Historically, the
Coliseum has covered its own maintenance; however, the impacts of the pandemic have caused the Coliseum to
use its savings account to cover operations in absence of revenues it generates from events. The Coliseum has
been closed for over a year due to the pandemic, but we have continued to fund certain base operating expenses
like utilities and retain the staff we need to successfully reopen the Coliseum when conditions allow. While we
are hopeful that we will be awarded a grant from the federal shuttered venues program to help recapture the lost
revenues, these maintenance projects are critically needed and cannot wait. The maintenance will address water
infiltration into the building and also support much needed renovations to its dressing rooms. The Coliseum has
served the community well for over 50 years now and we look forward to its bright future.
Living with Water
Most of our Living with Water projects are funded with the stormwater fee and are found in the capital budget.
The stormwater fee is required by law to be used only for improvements to our capacity to store water and filter it
before it runs into waterways that feed the Chesapeake Bay.
Hampton applies a unique lens to many water-quality projects, as we look to also make them projects that reduce
flooding or the impact of flooding on homes and businesses, and, when possible, to create economic and
recreational opportunities to boost the City as a whole. This has been based on practices in the Netherlands and
began with the “Dutch Dialogs.”
Citizens have consistently supported projects that reduce flooding. In last year’s survey, both the short-term
efforts (increased maintenance of ditches) and long-term major projects (under the Resilient Hampton program)
ranked in the top eight projects for citizens. In this year’s limited virtual budget sessions, most who weighed in
on this topic similarly encouraged that we press on.
For that reason, despite a desire to reduce costs for homeowners, I recommend moving forward with planned
investments we began last year. The proposal to increase the stormwater fee by $1 a month for homeowners has
the potential to make a difference in people’s lives and property as we encounter increased sea-level rise. Public
Works has developed a plan to put 80% into neighborhood stormwater maintenance next year and 20% toward
Resilient Hampton projects.
The following year, the rate is projected to increase another dollar, with all of those proceeds for Resilient
Hampton projects, including elevating Armistead Avenue and tackling flooding problems in Newmarket Creek.
We will use these fees to borrow bonds to accelerate our investments.
While it is always difficult to ask residents and businesses to pay more, we know that these are issues that you
want us to tackle, and as soon as possible. Our forward-looking approach has won the City kudos from our bond
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rating agencies as well as national attention. Also, anything we can do now will cost much more in the future, so
it makes sense to move forward.
Similarly, this budget proposes an increase in the Wastewater Fee. That fee is broken into two components – a
base wastewater fee for maintenance of our system and a surcharge that supports an order to reduce sewer
overflows into the Chesapeake Bay on a regional level. This will increase the average homeowner bill by $4.07.
The base fee was last increased in Fiscal Year 2009, and the regional surcharge hasn’t increased since its
inception in FY2013. We had long believed that regional consent order requirements would be fulfilled with
work by the Hampton Roads Sanitation District (HRSD), which is why this fee has not been increased for so
long. However, federal/state approval of giving local communities credit for HRSD’s efforts has not yet been
received, so we must begin to fund a larger amount of local work and the fee increase is needed to sustain it.
The CIP also includes $2.3 million in funding for Buckroe Beach replenishment and $700,000 for Salt Ponds
dredging in FY24. While we have not allocated additional funding for dredging, we are studying the issue to
determine what the City may be able to do and may add funds in future budgets.
Placemaking
We are also in the process of adding two new neighborhood centers, the acquisition and construction of which
was funded in prior fiscal years. One is in our Olde Hampton neighborhood (named for “Hidden Figure” Mary
W. Jackson), which will be a completely new building, and the other in Fox Hill, which is repurposing a former
church that will be expanded to include a gymnasium and commercial kitchen. During FY21, staff completed
renovations to the building that was acquired for the Fox Hill center, so it will open as soon as conditions allow.
The gym and commercial kitchen expansion will be constructed over the coming fiscal year. This budget includes
additional funding to operate these centers, largely building costs (electricity, etc.). Unlike full community
centers, our neighborhood centers rely on residents and local non-profits for their programming. Existing staff
will shift to fill any additional needs.
Our residents and visitors spend countless hours enjoying our parks and recreational programs and amenities as
well as our libraries, museums and arts facilities. While we have kept our outdoor spaces open during all or most
of COVID-19, our indoor community centers remained largely closed. Due to the fact that we used center staff
for much of our vaccine clinics (organization, registration, logistics), we have kept those centers closed for longer
than we may have otherwise. We look forward to a return to more normal operations this spring/summer.
Many other areas for investment are in our capital budget and include investments in pedestrian improvements on
Mercury Boulevard and Power Plant Parkway, additional funding for the Neighborhood Improvement Program
which funds neighborhood amenities, Neighborhood Infrastructure Improvements to support installing concrete
swales in underserved neighborhoods, and Parks, Recreation and Leisure Services Maintenance funding. We also
are planning to add artificial turf to Darling Stadium in Fiscal Year 2023 of the CIP as a means of providing for
additional sports tourism and much needed access for high school and local club play on competitive surfaces.
Good Government
Repaving additional streets each year was a major priority of citizens, and we considered a plan to make
significant improvements to the pavement on Mercury Boulevard from roughly the Fort Monroe Bridge to King
Street. Although I would like very much to add more money to enhance our roads, it is not economically feasible
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at this time. It is largely a state responsibility, and Virginia Department of Transportation determines the amount
we spend annually for street resurfacing. This year, the funding is increasing by approximately $300,000, from
$6.847 million in FY21 to $7.149 million in FY22. Over the Five-Year CIP, we have programmed over $36
million in street resurfacing funds. In addition, the Five-Year CIP includes nearly $17 million to reconstruct
Little Back River Road and nearly $5 million to reconstruct sections of Armistead Avenue in future years. Our
Public Works engineers continue to project road needs for the future and work to secure as much state funding as
possible. We have been very successful obtaining VDOT funding for many of our road extensions and
improvements. We have also included funding for the replacement of the City’s antiquated financial system.
Employees
Employee compensation continues to be one of our top priorities. I am pleased that our citizens understand the
need to have competitive pay to attract and retain talented employees. Employee compensation ranked third in
our “I Value” operating budget polling last year, behind only police staffing and the Youth Connect Program.
While our FY21 budget planned for a needed 3% salary increase for our deserving employees, it was also frozen
for the first half of the year. Fortunately, we were able to implement that raise for the second half of the year
along with the increase in the state minimum wage, due to some stabilization of our revenues. However, the other
elements of our FY21 compensation plan remained frozen.
The FY22 budget includes a 3% raise for employees. This raise would come in July, with the first pay cycle in
the new fiscal year. In the past, we have worked closely to try to match increases in salaries for all of Hampton’s
public employees – City and schools. While I would like to offer the 5% that school employees will receive, our
revenues will not support an increase of that size. Unlike the schools, the General Assembly does not give us
funding for City employee raises. However, the 3% general wage increase included in the budget is consistent
with most other localities in the region, keeping us generally competitive with our neighbors. We are also able to
keep our health insurance flat this year, so our employees will experience the full benefit of the 3% increase.
However, there are some areas where our salaries have fallen behind the average of the region, and we will take
steps to strategically address those issues. Along with adjusting those scales, further targeted adjustments may be
necessary for positions with ranges that are still lagging behind the regional average and/or are hard-to-fill
positions. The compensation plan provides compression adjustments of $100 per year of employment up to a
maximum of $500 for all permanent full-time employees. The budget also funds the increase in the state
minimum wage to $11 per hour in July, six months ahead of the state requirement.
Hampton has long been a locality that focused on merit pay increases to better reward outstanding performance.
We will bring a variation of that back, with proposed merit bonuses to reward outstanding work. We have set
aside nearly $1 million to fund the merit bonus program. We will also continue the bonus based on Citizen
Satisfaction ratings.
Taxes and Fees
Our goal is always to avoid general tax increases unless absolutely necessary and I am pleased that the budget
does not include a recommendation for a general tax increase, in either real estate or personal property.
The budget does include two proposed rate changes to user fees. These are the aforementioned $1 per month per
ERU stormwater fee increase which will support our Resilient Hampton and stormwater improvements. The
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commercial fee would increase from $8.83 per 2,429 sq. ft. of impervious area per month to $9.83 per 2,429 sq.
ft. of impervious area per month. The residential fee would increase from $8.83 per month to $9.83 per month.
We would also increase wastewater fees by a total of 61 cents per hundred cubic feet. This will increase the
average household bill by $4.07 to $18.37. Even with this rate increase, our fees remain well below that of most
other Hampton Roads cities. There is no increase proposed for solid waste.
Hampton continues to fund many operations that are the state’s responsibility. I noted the contribution to schools,
but City taxpayers also supplement many other state agencies beyond the required amount. In addition, state
unfunded mandates and initiatives have pulled City funds away from other programs. To see the effect these have
on our tax rate, consider this:
City Sheriff and Jail (including Regional Jail)
City Treasurer
Clerk of the Circuit Court
Commissioner of the Revenue
Commonwealth's Attorney
Line of Duty Act (LODA)
TOTAL

$ 12,558,293
$1,102,641
$779,018
$647,874
$2,256,369
$690,000
$18,034,195

18 cents

Schools

$34,236,384

34 cents

$2,993,891

3 cents

FY21 Coverage of Property Tax for Disabled Veterans

If the state fully funded these departments and state initiatives, the tax rate could be about 69 cents rather than
$1.24. This does not include other mandates and impacts on the City’s tax base, like stormwater mandates, the
reform of the communications taxes which resulted in a loss of $3 million per year to date, the $400,000 in
recordation taxes that the state diverted to transit in FY21, the underfunding of the state’s HB599 commitments,
and more.
Operational Efficiency Measures
Over the past several fiscal years, we have reorganized departments to streamline and create efficiencies. More
than 125 positions were eliminated during the recession. A survey of staffing from the seven Hampton Roads
cities shows that Hampton has the fewest employees per capita, meaning that Hampton is arguably the most
efficient government in Hampton Roads. Still, we continue to work to identify opportunities to save money. We
continue to work with our financial advisors to identify opportunities to refinance existing bonds at lower interest
rates. We are currently tracking one such opportunity we hope will materialize in the upcoming fiscal year.
As I note each year, Hampton is the leanest, most efficient City in the region, and we continue to look for ways to
be even more efficient while taking care of our workforce. However, budget cuts implemented since the recession
have made more reductions extremely challenging. Additional cuts in the future would likely result in service
reductions and eliminations, or disinvestment in our infrastructure and economic development efforts. Through
their participation in the “I Value” budget input process, our citizens have indicated resistance to further service
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reductions, and that is reinforced every year. Our departments continue to be excellent stewards of public funds,
consistently finding innovative ways to stretch funding to meet community needs. Hampton consistently offers
comparable levels of service at lower costs when compared to other jurisdictions, which is a testament to the
commitment, hard work, and innovation of our managers and staff.
Hampton was extremely fortunate that we did not have to lay off permanent staff during the year of COVID-19
restrictions. That is partly due to our already low staffing levels and careful budgeting and spending. I am pleased
at what our staff was able to accomplish. Many departments did their jobs exactly as they would have if there was
not a pandemic. Solid waste crews did not miss a collection. Police continued patrols and investigations. Our
internal departments continued to do their jobs, sometimes in the office and sometimes remotely. Parks and most
outdoor spaces remained open. Staff tackled tasks out of their job descriptions when their buildings were closed –
such as cleaning, painting and COVID response needs. Countless people pitched in to help with collections of
goods for community members, distribution of PPE and supplies, and, now, vaccine support. Our staff’s
commitment to this community is inspiring, and I am honored to work with them all and proud of their tireless
efforts.
Looking Ahead
This has been a year of loss and sacrifice. I have tried my best to tally the toll it has taken on the City’s revenues
and services in this document. However, I can’t begin to tally the effects on our community. We have lost loved
ones and neighbors. Some people are struggling with long-term effects of the disease. According to our
Community Services Board – as well as national data – there has been an increase in alcohol and drug addictions
and in depression and suicide. Some businesses are not sure they will reopen. Many jobs, particularly in dining
and other service industries, may not come back quickly, if at all.
The vaccine is the light at the end of the tunnel, but it will take a while to truly get back to normal. The virus hit
people of color the hardest, and it amplified the gap between those with established professional jobs that could
be done at home versus those in service industries cobbling together enough hours to pay the bills. Women have
left the workforce in record numbers, often to stay home with children and support virtual school.
We used relief and emergency response measures put in place by the federal government, state government and
ourselves to provide enough of a bridge for our residents and businesses to weather this crisis and come out on
the other side safe, healthy and financially sound. Once additional guidance is provided around the use of the new
funds being provided through the American Rescue Plan, we will brief Council on a proposed budget for those
funds like we did with the CARES Act Funds. The ARP funds are supposed to be more flexible than the CARES
Act Funds, but there are still several questions that can only be answered with additional guidance from the
federal government.
The pandemic has tested our community and the world in ways we could have never anticipated. Through it all,
our community has remained strong, our workforce innovative and committed to serving our residents and we
have met the challenges we have had to face. We witnessed many incidences of neighbors helping neighbors, of
City staff reaching beyond their jobs, of volunteers stepping up to collect food or diapers, or to sew masks.
Hampton is a resilient community. Our great and storied history has proven our strength and the greatness of the
people that make up our community. While we still have challenges ahead, I know we will get through them
together, like we have throughout our history and again over this past year.
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As noted above, we await final word on new federal funds from the American Rescue Plan Act, as well as
guidance on how we can spend them. That infusion of funds will allow us to find creative ways to help those who
have struggled through this past year. Some segments of our economy remained strong, and those who
experienced downturns will rebound. We have seen many positive announcements – such as Joint Base LangleyEustis being announced as the only Candidate and Reasonable Alternative for the F-22 Formal Training Unit, and
the recent significant investment in our City by Huntington Ingalls, Amazon and others.
Closing Thoughts
COVID-19 offered unique challenges and uncertainty, but Hampton has a great team in place, on Council, in City
government and in our community at large. While we may take a little more time to get back to normal, I know
we are strong and will persevere, because we are Hampton, a vibrant waterfront community celebrating and
embracing 400 years of history and innovation to create an even more dynamic future.
I would like to publicly acknowledge and thank the wonderful group of department heads, Assistant City
Managers, and our budget team for meeting the challenges posed by this year’s budget and the COVID-19
pandemic over the past year. I would also like to thank our residents for their resilience in the face of
unprecedented circumstances. I would also like to thank them for their continued participation and input into our
budget development process – it is invaluable as we develop the budget.
We look forward to working with each Council Member in the coming weeks to better understand the budget and
its impact on our community and workforce. As always, we stand ready to assist you and the community in your
deliberations.
Sincerely,

Mary B. Bunting
City Manager
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General Fund
Manager's Recommended FY 2022 Revenue Estimate

$530,279,092

Amendment
None

$0

Total Amendment

$0

Total Amended FY 2022 Revenue Estimate

$530,279,092

Manager's Recommended FY 2022 Expenditure Estimate

$530,279,092

Amendment
Decrease Expenditure:
Departmental Support - Grant:
Grant Matching Funds

($28,274)

Increase Expenditures:
Departmental Support - Contractual:
Hampton Redevelopment and Housing Authority - extra duty security
Hampton Roads Planning District Commission - increase in dues
Virginia First Cities - increase in dues

$3,136
$138

Total Amendment

$0

Total Amended FY 2022 Expenditure Estimate

City Manager's Office - Budget Division

$25,000

$530,279,092
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Economic Growth
The goal of the Economic Growth priority is to generate the resources necessary to support the
services the community desires and produce quality jobs for our citizens. Hampton continues to see
economic expansion. Military and defense spending continues to be cornerstones to Hampton’s
economy, and the City has seen renewed commitment to the area with the new Unmanned Systems
Center of Excellence at Huntington Ingalls and the F-22 Formal Training
Unit at Langley Air Force Base.
In FY21 the City experienced multiple housing development deals,
new and renewed leases for retail space and many tasty additions to the
restaurant spread. Looking forward, FY22 is set to be another successful
year for development and redevelopment in Hampton. Desirable sites on
Mercury Boulevard are being prepared for investment, the Hampton Roads
Center North is at Tier 4 (shovel-ready) status, and beloved landmarks like
Fort Monroe are being evaluated for improvement to ensure they remain
valuable assets for our vibrant City.
Other upcoming developments in the Economic
Growth priority area include the opening of the highly
anticipated Hampton Virginia Aquaplex, scheduled to open
late Summer 2022. Buckroe Beach is receiving ongoing
improvements in the form of new swings, recliners, and bike
racks as well as boardwalk updates to improve accessibility.
Downtown Hampton will also be undergoing major changes
in the upcoming fiscal year thanks to the Virginia Seafood
Agricultural Research and Extension Center and multiple,
mixed-use developments being constructed in the area.
In addition to new and upcoming investments in the City,
departments continue to provide services that support this priority
area. This includes much of the work of the Convention and Visitor
Bureau such as visitor services, marketing, media management and
targeting consumer advertising. The Assessor of Real Estate and
Community Development departments work to ensure housing is
desirable and livable through services such as valuation, inspection
and zoning administration. The office of Economic Development is
devoted to making and keeping Hampton’s economy strong through
programs such as minority business support, retail development
and workforce development.
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EDUCATED AND ENGAGED CITIZENRY
Hampton continues to be a leader in fostering education and involving members of the
community in planning processes and citizen engagement efforts that help promote a strong, beautiful,
safe and pleasant community. Partnering with the School System, Hampton University, Thomas Nelson
Community College and other formal and informal educational providers to keep, develop and attract a
talented citizenry that will have a positive impact on their community and be able to succeed in the
global economy.
Accomplishments include assistance to Hampton City
Schools with the One-to-One Technology Initiative. The initiative
equipped students with digital electronic devices to enhance
instruction and provide access to educational resources. Further
assistance includes Hampton City Schools maintenance funding
that will cover roof replacement, HVAC upgrades, fire alarm system
enhancements, and other maintenance needs. Also, aid has been
provided to Thomas Nelson Community College for on-going site
improvements.
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Family Resilience and Economic Empowerment
Family Resilience and Economic Empowerment addresses poverty in ways that support families
and individuals. Diversity, when properly harnessed, makes the city stronger and more resilient and the
entire community benefits when families are tight-knit and healthy. Departments support the mission of
family resilience and economic empowerment by developing the tools residents need to be successful
and working to identify resource opportunities from a variety of partners and governmental
organizations.
One important organization that contributes to this priority area is Hampton Roads Transit (HRT),
which receives a local contribution annually from the city. HRT provides dependable transportation to
citizens not reliant on personal vehicles. The implementation of HRT’s strategic plan will improve service
to support existing riders and attract new ones. The plan includes enhancing bus stop amenities by
adding benches and shelters and is currently underway.
Family resilience is enhanced by ongoing services such as Healthy Start and additional
departmental support from Youth and Young Adult Opportunities, The Comprehensive Services Act, and
the Division of Social Services Benefits and Services programs. This network of providers ensures
families in Hampton have guidance and backing in the form of home-visiting programs. The programs
promote positive parenting and school readiness; access to healthcare through Medicaid; nutritious food
through Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) programs; and workforce development through the WorkOne Center.
In FY22 the WorkOne Workforce Development initiative funding will be unfrozen to increase the
skills of people looking for work. Also unfrozen will be the position of Economic Empowerment and
Resiliency Director who will research additional local initiatives to undertake and apply for external
grants to advance the work in this priority area. Other ongoing services the city provides for this priority
include school age programs, parent education, youth employment, community unity promotion, and
other social service provisions that aim to prevent abuse and poverty in Hampton.
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Good Government
The goal of the Good Government priority is to attract, retain, develop, and reward high-quality
public servants that are committed to being stewards of community resources and trust, provide great
customer service, and demonstrate the highest level of ethical conduct. The focus of this priority is to
cultivate a city admired and trusted by citizens, employees, and industries. Ongoing projects that
promote good government include the city’s street resurfacing program and road enhancements that will
improve pavement on Mercury Boulevard from Fort Monroe to King street in FY22.
Existing projects extending to the FY22 budget include employee compensation which has
ranked high on the “I Value” polling as a top priority for citizens. Having competitive pay and benefits
helps the city operate at its highest capacity by ensuring talented employees are brought in and
retained. The FY21 budget included a 3% general wage increase that was implemented in January 2021
after a brief freeze on new spending due to COVID-19. The city will provide another 3% general wage
increase in FY22. The city will also continue its efforts to maintain and upgrade aging infrastructure
across all city-owned buildings. The facilities maintenance department works to ensure these buildings
are safe and comfortable for both the employees who use them daily and the citizens who visit and
conduct business regularly.
New projects in FY22 include the development of performance-based bonuses for city employees
who go above and beyond. Also upcoming is the implementation of upgraded software for the Human
Resources and Payroll systems. This project will improve employee efficiency and allow for better
monitoring of current staffing capacity and needs. The financial system will further undergo a multi-year
modernization that will include a budget module software to greatly improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the budget creation and monitoring process.

High Quality Public Servants

Attract
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Living with Water
The goal of the Living with Water priority is to address coastal resiliency issues, recurring
flooding, waterway maintenance and environmental sustainability while enhancing the City’s tax base
and quality of life. Over the years, Hampton citizens have consistently expressed support for City
projects aimed at reducing flooding or the impact of flooding on homes and businesses. While
addressing the potential risks posed by an increase in flooding, whenever possible, the City also aims to
utilize these projects to boost economic value and create new recreational opportunities throughout that
will benefit the community over all.

We are Hampton, a vibrant waterfront community celebrating and embracing over 400 years of history
and innovation to create an even more dynamic future.
In FY22 the City’s Stormwater and Wastewater fees will
see a slight increase which will be used to help fund new and
ongoing capital projects that will bolster efforts to address
increases in flooding and sewer system overflows caused by
rising sea levels. Other areas of focus in the FY22 budget and
the coming years are the replenishment of local public beaches
like Buckroe Beach, as well as, maintaining the City’s vital
waterways and channels through dredging projects in areas
such as Salt Ponds. The combination of these efforts are
believed to have a positive impact on the City’s utilization of its
natural resources and increases the quality of life for its citizens.
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PLACEMAKING
Creative projects and improvements are made through Placemaking efforts to create vibrant
and authentic places that reflect and celebrate the unique culture, history and character of the
Hampton community. Traditionally funded projects that serve to maintain esthetic and safety
enhancements include: citywide landscaping; neighborhood improvement programs which fund
neighborhood amenities; housing improvement grants; and maintenance to neighborhood parks and
facilities.
An especially proud moment for the City was the dedication of two neighborhood centers
currently under construction. One center in the Fox Hill area (Fox Hill Neighborhood Center) is a
repurposed former church that will be expanded to include a gymnasium and commercial kitchen.
The other center, in Olde Hampton, is named after the “Hidden Figures” Mary W. Jackson (Mary W.
Jackson Neighborhood Center). These centers are designed to rely on residents and local nonprofits for their programming with City staff filling any additional needs.
The following Placemaking projects have been completed and regular utilization is expected
now that restrictions on social gathering have been lifted:
The Community Sailing Center at Fort Monroe which supports sailing education to
Hampton’s youth and citizens.
Central Park Trail – a walking and bike path that runs along the Newmarket Creek,
connecting the Air Power Park area to the Bass Pro Shop development at the Power Plant,
and is a great area for kayaking, hiking and simply enjoying nature.
Improvements to War Memorial Stadium (home to the Peninsula Pilots baseball team)
included upgraded walkways; parking area and lights; ADA compliant restrooms and
seating; locker rooms; and bleachers.
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Safe and Clean Community
The goal of the Safe and Clean Community priority is to ensure that all Hampton citizens and
businesses are safe, healthy and secure in their persons and property. The City of Hampton is
committed to ensuring the comfort and safety of its citizens, because of this, Public Safety is the only
segment of the City’s budget that has experienced funding growth that has been higher than the
average rate of inflation over the past 10 years.

Safe and Clean Community accounts for 17.0% of the
total FY22 Capital Budget expenditures. Among those
planned expenditures are projects aimed at replacing and
upgrading the personal protective equipment used by first
responders, upgrades to the local jail facility, construction of a
new firing range to assist in the training of Police Division
personnel, redevelopment of blighted properties and
neighborhoods within the City and the construction of a new
Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
The FY22 Budget also includes funding for Hampton’s
Comprehensive Violence Prevention Implementation Plan; a
new Public Safety initiative that focuses on early intervention, reduction and prevention of violent crime
and gun violence within the City. This project among many others underway within the City, are all
focused on the ultimate goal of continuously promoting an even safer and cleaner community for
Hampton citizens.
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